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I PREFACE The Rice University Study is a twenty-two
month effort to explore the needs and de-

I sign of an orbiting space station in evo-
lutionary growth from a small manned sat-

ellite to a fully independent, self-sus-

I tainable space colony facility. The study
is made up of the following tasks:

I TASK I DATA COLLECTION

TASK II DATA SYNTHESIS

.! TASK III CELLULAR GROWTH STUDY

I TASK IV REFINEMENT OF CELLULAR GROWTHSTUDY CONCEPTS

I TASK V DESIGN FEATURES AND CRITERIAFOR MODULAR GROWTH OF A SPACE

STATION

I The study goal is to provide an architec-
tural approach to the cellular growth of

I stations and aid NASA's Plan-space Program

/ ning Office in their long range planning
efforts.

I

.. I The work is being done in the School of
Architecture at Rice University. The prin-

I cipal Investigators are Dossey and
John

Guillermo Trotti. Any questions regarding
the study may be directed to the Principal

I Investigators at Area Code 713, 521-9819.

I TECHNICAL PROGRESS Work under Contract NASW 2776 began on 19
February 1975 with Task i, Data Collection,

i and was followed shortly thereafter withTask II, Data Synthesis, and Task III,
Cellular Growth Study.

I The progress which was achieved during each
of the three tasks was subsequently related

i in Bi-Monthly Reports submitted to theProgram Planning Office NASA JSC, reviewed
• and forwarded to NASA, Washington.

I .

!
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I The fourth report marked the mid- term !

il "
review of the study and was an opportunity
to outline work expected for the remaining

" _J study period.

I This is the final report. In it,
reviewed

for consideration, are the study conclusions.

I ,
INTRODUCTION Space technology has developed to the ex-

' _ m tent, in the last few years, that man is no

! I longer required to merely "survive" in a
capsule pressurized against a hard vacuum,

_ I enduring psycho-motor disfunction causedby "zero-G", and living on peanut butter,

laced with B vitamins squeezed from a
• toothpaste tube. Basic func_onal prob-

lems of survival, of equipment configura-

tion and optimization: general require-
ments of human existence in the inhospita-

I ble environment of space have, for the most
_ part, been resolved. Generally, habitation

i of space is no longer barely possible; it .• _ is simply different, more highly sophisti-
cated. There are, however, new problems

_ I which, now that the more immediate ones of
I survival have been overcome, must be con-

sidered.

I Previously, manned space flight, whatever
its ultimate goal, was carried out by

I highly trained, meticulously screened and

I conditioned personnel, who were groomed

for space travel through years of intensive

_' I training. The new pioneers, those who we
I envision will man future orbital space

stations, will not be privy to this in-

_ I tensive training. Their skills will be
I too diverse. They will be men and women.

They will be younger and older than the

_ I handpicked few who have, thus far, been
I utilized in the space program. Though

this group will be highly specialized,

I physically well condi_oned and generallyabove average, they will still be more

prone to human frailty than those indi-

I vlduals undergoing space travel and pro-

I
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I longed environmental confinement in the
past i

| "
ARCHITECT'S ROLE IN There are, therefore, two factors which

I SPACE PROGRAM involve the architect as a member of the
design team which will provide the habi-
tat in which future space station personnel i

I will work and live:

i. Technology is sufficiently sophisti-

I cated to insure survival, thereby
allowing us the luxury of more pleas-
ant surroundings; facilities which

I less then those of the
are spartan

past;

I 2. The human section which
cross we are

now to utilize as personnel for this
venture reinforce the need for less

I mundane environments, will tend
They

to be more average, more prone to
problems and will require amenities

which heretofore have not been needed

or feasible in the space program. The

design of these amenities, of these

I spaces which now are to be utilized by
individuals less accustomed to the

rigors of confined zero-G habitation,

_ _ must include the social scientist andJ

the a-chitect. Prior to this study
there has been relatively little thought

I given to the architectural aesthetic
in space station design.

I The architect deals with the creation,
_+ organization and human use of space. These

issues will become more essential as the

I space program progresses and man begins to
stay for extended periods in space. There

• are several areas in which architectural

I synthesis affords effective solutions to

certain problems. This synthesis can only
! be defined as providing a solution to a1 problem based on limitations of technology

and human resources. The architect looks

i at what a space must be to perform a certain

3
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function. But, beyond that he also seeks

to find what a space can be in its broadest
J most extreme sense. By stretching a solu-
W tion to its extreme, the architect provides

_ a solution which is more than functional or

pragmatic. This synergistic approach, that
of combining parts or elements of a problem

_ into a solution which is more than the mere

I sum of the parts, is the essence of success-ful architecture. It is this symmetry, this

correctness, which separates the Rembrandt

I rom the starving artist; the Azimov from
the journalistic hack.

• I The largest scale of architectural effec-
• u tiveness is that of urban design. In a

large complex space environment, issues

I of transportation, "land use" urban eco-
nomics, density, public services, and so

forth, become important problems. Urban

I design principles which are used on earth
will work for the most part in space. A
"zero-G" enviz_,_ment actually offers many

• / _ new opportunities in the application of
these principles since the design occurs in
three dimensions instead of on a two dimen-

[ sional ground plane. Visionary urban design
such as that of Polo Soleri, which also seeks
to escape the ground plane, would have prac-

I applications weightless space.
tical in

A particularly important contribution the

I architect make the of modular
can is design

spaces that are aesthetically pleasing to

the habitant. The_gh some spaces can be

i very small, they may be designed to give an
impression of greater dimension. It has

been established that prolonged confinement

I in a spatially limited environment induces
psychological strain. Improving this envi--
ronment, by such superficial amenities as

I pleasing colors, textures and lighting, i
will play a substantial part in minimizing

_ i this strain More importantly, however, is
a manipulation of spaces to reduce the feel-I

- ing of enclosure, creating variety, and to

j adapt to human scale. Graphics, symbols

]977020225-006
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I and symbolic forms give identity to space.
_ In the same way, electronic media can be

I utilized in various ways to create a live-able environment.

I In relatively small, restricted enclosures,
such as a space vehicle, efficient function-
al use of space Is important. In conditions

I of weightlessness where basic assumptions
about the use of space no longer hold true,
the designer must have a sophisticated

I understanding of how people use
space.

Perhaps the most critical area of consider-
ation is that of orientation. Optimum use

I of spacecraft will be achieved when
a a

user understands his orientation within a

particular space and within the spacecraft.

I The way spaces control or stimulate social
activities is also important in a large

I complex space community.
An individual

should have areas of privacy, public con-
tact and limited public contact. There

I areas encourage spontaneous
should be which

activity and personal expression. Some
areas should be left free for the individual

I to personalize. The architect understands
how people act in various klnds of spaces.

This understanding enables him to design i
I and organize a variety of spaces to accom-

modate the complex social interactions.

I As a member of the design team, the archi-

tect will be useful as a consultant to the
engineering specialists in sltuations where

I structural systems relate to human activity
or interior design. In any area that in-
volves the practical deployment and human

use of space technology, the architect will

have a role.

I The space environment presents many abso- _!
lutely new opportunities as a living en-
vironment. Views of the sky and landscapes

I in an earth structure are replaced by views
_ of whole earth and space in a space vehicle,

I weightlessness allows new ways of using the
i s
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human body, new materials in living en-
_ vlronments and new ways of putting materl-

N als together. Activlties such as dance,

m art, theater, and sports literally gain a
new dimension with weightlessness. A space

n community of highly trained, dedicated

m workers will have a unique sense of com-
munity. These opportunities must be ex-

I to the fullest and should be }
ploited re-

flected in the design of the environment.

I These are areas where architects can make
: a contribution to the space program. As

_ technology increases and more flexibility

I opportunities are space
and available in

vehicles, decisions will have to be made
about how they will be designed. The skills

m of the architect will than useful
be more

in solving many of these problems. The
solutions must be better than common de-

I nominators design. They must be because
of

they can be.
p

N The architect must deal with other special-

S. ists to successfully complete his function.
Engineers must explain the flexibility of

lq

I the technology. Social scientists c_n pro-
! vide pure information about human psychology

and social systems. Users tell how they

I hope the design will function. Adminis-
trators explain problems of financing and

_ • politics. The synthesis of these ideas

| and their translation into physical forms

is the job of the architect. He is an

i expert in the creation and successful uti-lization of human space.

i i ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH This study is unique in several aspects.
Initial investigation revealed that prior

i works were initiated with specific cutoffpoints in mind. That is, space station
design was approached from the standpoint

n of an initial configuration containing asmall number of personnel progressing to a

larger configuration containing a maximum

I number of personnel. The top end figure

6
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i YlI was always predetermined. There was al-
_ ways some point at which further expansion

i became infeasible due to structural limi-C

tations or other constraints. Designing

a space station of a specific size, con-

I taining limited specific functions hasbeen the approach. It was determined that

a configuration capable of infinite expan-

I sion, containing an ever-increasing numberof personnel will be more responsive to

the unknown requirements of future space

l missions.

Our study, then, became one of evolution

I of an urban system; beginning initially as
a facility of a small number of people,

possessing an unlimited growth capability,

I designed for an unknown future. There was
no program as such for this study, since

there was no precedent to go by. We set

l out not to simply design a space station,
but a space community along with all of the
associated facilities and amenities. This

I project encompassed large scale urban plan-l

ning as well as circulation problems, sys-
tems of growth, typical social structures

I and detailed interior design.

Our study then went from the small scale

I of the initial to the scaleoutpost large
of the urban community containing the
microcosm of detailed interior spatial

I These facets led into
studies. us many

disciplines and required the interface of
engineering, social science and ar=hitecture.

I There was no handbook to delve into
for

guidelines; there were no ready answers.

I
TASK V DESIGN FEATURES AND From the beginning of the project, it has
CRITERIA FOR MODULAR GROWTH been our intention to develop a systematic

I OF A SPACE STATION approach to the planning and design of
habitats expected to accommodate large
numbers of persons working in space, in

I short a city.

j Our investigation is architectural, and by
7
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its very nature, functions from a foun-
dation of primary assumptions and givens.

I Adding to our basic goal-set, the follow-
ing considerations helped to form the

I project's working assumptions:

i. Construction of the project must be

I feasible in terms of available mate- ,
rials, and conform to current engi-
neering practices;

2. The construction must be modular in

its approach to accommodate expected

I growth;

3. The constructzon system must be flex-

I ible enough to be modifiable for
any

current or future mission;

I 4. The overall planning approach must
consider the dynamic principles of

7 human habitation; and •

.I
5. The project must incorporate the basic

principles of urban development in its

I planning process.

Having established the goals and an overall

I sense direction, we proceeded identify
of to

and list a series of related tasks and sub-

tasks which would allow the systematic

I approach to a assuring sig-
solution while

nificant input from other disciplines. The
basic tasks were:

_ I. State the goals;

'11 2. Identify, locate, and collect the base
line data;

I 3. Analyze the data in terms of the goals;

i 4. Define the problems;
5. Develop initial solutions to each prob-

i lem within a clearly delineated overall

8
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solution; and

_ 6. Review and define the initial concepts
J developing a cohesive, consistent de-

sign proposal.

I For the last 22 months we h_ : inv_ igated

_ these basic considerations starting ,,_th a! detailed review of growth systems which

i I would allow a habital space static,n to ex-

pand from a singular core unit to a complex
. of much lazger dimensions. I

From the analysis of base data 2, two major

• l problems were identified and systematically
, • studied:

I I. Is it possible to develop a modulated
" • system with unlimited growth potential

• _ capable of incremental expansion at a

I minimum expenditure or investment of
resources; and

I 2. Given such a growth can it be
system,

sufficiently flexible to adopt to a
vast variety of missions, some perhaps

I even being currently
not considered?

The growth concepts presented in this re-

I specifically addresses the require-
port

ments for non-committal growth capabilities

i with minimal resource investments.

SHUTTLE DELIVERED SYSTEMS The first three reports contain discussions

I of the specific data collected and the par-
ticular structural or delivery systems

: studied in the early phases of the project.

I The studies are directed towards space sta-
tions which can be shuttle delivered in

violation of the weight to volume constraints

I and once delivered, constructed or assembled
from the shuttle bay with in-flight person-

i nel functioning in the "hard hat" role.
In seeking solutions to the volume/welght

i ratio problem, three conceptual systems
9

I ,
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i I were st :ed. In discussing them here the

i

purpose is to illustrate the potential
I values of each assembly concept with the

_' technical character of the examples serving
oply to illustrate that concept.

|

i i. FLAT PLATES: The selection of one

inch a]uminum plate for the outer

I structure is in that '
meaningful only

it can retain a one atmosphere pressure
within normal stress limits. Simi-

I th__ selection of i0'larly, square

sections is primarily based upon ease
of management within the fifteen foot

I diameter of the shuttlespace cargo

bay. Actual application of the con-
cept would require building materials

I reflective of the state-of-
current

the-art and engineered for their spe-

i cific requirements.
This assembly approach allows for maxi-
mum payload utilization of the up-leg

l of the space shuttle; weighting out
the flight limitations prior to exceed-

I ing the volumetric constrain-"
The use of inflight persor n a '
"hard hat" role is based _ the tech-

I niques being well within tt,,ir physical
capabilities and compatible with the
dexterity afforded in an E.V.A. sit-

I uation. The dependence upon automated
assembly devices can be substantially
reduced, if not eliminated, together

I with the related cost of developing,
testing and transporting such devices

i to orbit. '
Within these general conoitions, two
general configurations have been con-I

_ sidered, an octagonal and a hexagonal

> structure, both being achievable in

i two shuttle flights. (See Figures Iand 2. )

I The concept is a continuous growth

!i[I _,,f
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m capability which allows additions to |

occur at any time. The initial sta-
|

I tion (using either geometry) is devel-oped in a build-up sequence around a

pre-assembled core section containing

I the complement of fundamental systems
I and equipment required to make the

: station habitable and operational.

I The initial construction might occur /

i in three phases: (See Figure 4.)
i

I I. The first shuttle containing the
_ core and base plates achieves

orbit, lifts the core from its

I bay on a hydraulic rotisery hoistand readies it for plate addition.

I 2. As the hoist rotates the core,
plates are lifted from the bay by

E.V.A. crews and connected enclosing

I the first volume. (See Figure 5.)

3. When the first volume is complete,m

_i _ it is pressurized making it habit-
v

able and locking the plates in
place. Subsequent shuttle flights

I will bring the addition of thesix saddle units which will be

placed a-'ound the core. (See

I Figures ' and 7.)

Expansion may now occur longitudinally,

laterally, or in both directions si-
multaneously. (See Figures 8 and 9.)

I Longitudinal growth requires
i. the

addition of core units as well as

pod space as the station grows

I along its axis.

2. Lateral growth is perhaps the most

I simple and yet allows the most vari-
ations. With the a(dition of just

I three wall plates a completely newvolume may be added. If needed, ad-
ditional cores may be included al-

l most at any point. Whole new sec-

ii

I
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_ tions developed concentric to the

} I new core connected to and contig-_ -- uous with the older structure.

= An interesting note about the plate

I structures; the honeycomb configura-tion allows each new wall to become

an equal structural member; neither

I adding or subtracting from the others
structurally. This allows uniform

_ thicknesses without the usual con-

soderations fer structuring normally
i found in "Gravity" situations.
is

I 2. PNEUMATICS: The concept of using in-
flatable units composed of thin mem-

n braned skins, expandable frame/skin
_ components, or combinations of the two
l

allows for a maximum payload which
results in a structure considerably

I than the volume of the 15'x60'
larger
shuttle bay.

I As with the Flat Plates, the material
discussed is meaningful only in that
it can retain the pressures required.

I It has been demonstrated as reliable
in its expandable capacities, and is

used to demonstrate the creditability

I of the concept.

i The concept considers a station deliver-able in three or four flights and con-
sisting of a package folded into the

i shuttle bay, and designed to be ex-panded about a core unit once in orbit.

Life and technical support would be
m contained in the core. Permanent in-

I ternal support could be afforded with
expandable folding frame systems adopted

| from the orbital assembly maintenance
_ study. An analysis of this combination

may be seen in Figures I0 and ii, titled

I "KEVLAR 49, an 80 Foot Sphere"i • "_ An artist conception of this type of

i I structure may be seen in Figure 12.
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I 3. The Pre-assemb!ed modular components
were studied in detail and have tre-

1

I mendous potential as additive andsupport units, structured for a spe-
cific task and manufactured either on

! ,Earth or in Space. They wiIi be
discusseu later.

I From these studies, growth is stronglysuggested as possible and structures could
be delivered by the shuttle, which when

I deployed could have a high volumn/weightra rio.

I Within the last decades, building solu-tions to human activity on Earth has be-
come co..siderably more complex and fre-

I quently addre._e_ the problems involvedin growth and char e.

I Through the techniques of master planning,complex buildings such as airports or hos-
pitals may hp designed and managed so their

I inherent need to change and expand does
not become an afterthought or a future

problem requiring expensive solutlons.

I These techniques have been modified and
!

refined to respond more and more to rapid, _

complex changes. Consideration is given

I to functional planning, the saturation of
space, limits to the structures, limits of
circulation and volumn, and so forth; all

I within a framework of expected growth, or
change and minimal or fixed monitary re-
sources.

I As an example, consider an airport scheme

which, in many ways, is analogous to the

I operations a space eco-
of station. The

nom_cal essence of an airport is the com-
plex interchange of transportation systems.

I It has external factors such air and
as

ground transport arriving and departing;
internal needs to move both passengers and

!| material from one connecting point to
I

another; energy requirements; habitant

,I comfort considerations; and prime most, a

13
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I profit to make from its investment.

I It is very important the building be plan- ined so expansion does not interfere with

the external transportation and yet allows i

I for the increase in traffic corridors andinternal transportation as the total mass
increases. Similarly - the issues of growth

I and change in a space station design pre- isented many of the same problems, each
had to be investigated. The first was

I to provide maximum flexibility in astructure which would allow both internal

and external growth, which did not restrict

I the internal function, and which ended

i I without being excessively over designed

or requiring major re-design as the station
grows. The objectives of the solution
were :

I i. How cap circulation corridors expand
in both length and capacity;

I 2. How can increasingly larger and more
complex spaces be provided for the more

intricate functions which develop as

I the station evolves;

3. How can the major elements of the

I structure be replaced as needed;

4. How to accommodate radical scale changes

I such as conversion from research and
development to industrial production;

I 5. How to provide an expansion of both
m power and utility systems to meet the

. scale change requirements as the sta-

I tion increased in and indus-manpower
trial activity;

• | 6. How to provide external accessibility
• to almost all of the components with-

i_ J out enclosing the earlier parts of the

• I station during and after expansion; _;

7. How to provide a growth geometry that

14
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I is easily navigable internally and
not disorienting to the inhabitants
considering the effects of zero

i gravity; and

8. How to provide a growth system witht

_ a constant geometry which directly
relates to the flight characteristics

of the space station?
I

Our approach to these questions was to

analyze various growth processes as theyoccur in nature, evaluating each on its
own merits. In doing this, we were look-

ing for an overall growth system whichwould be applicable to an incrementally
expandable space station.

i The first _ystem studied was a linear
concept. We investigated and listed both

the positive and negative aspects of alinear system growth process.

I Positives:
i. Initially, the linear system has

an easily accessible main circu-lation system;

i 2. It has very simplistic maneuveringcharacteristics; and

l 3. It may expand by attaching modulesor units to either end.

l Negatives:

i. Therc are definite limits to any

i kind of linear growth system;
2. There is inefficient distribution

i of utility systems;

3. There is no way to expand internal

transportation systems, new systemsmust be attached externally; and

I
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_. Each part of the system is over
designed str_cturally until the
limit to the linear system is

I reached, for that reason its
final limits must be determined

i very early if it is to expand.
A progression of the linear system is

I called the two dimensional grid. l

Positives:

I i. The grid is easy to expand;

I 2. Because the grid is a basic X, Ycoordinate system, internal ori-
entation is excellent. One can

locate himself anywhere in that

I grid;

3. Internal circulation is very good;
4. The external access is excellent

• | in a space structure, approach to -
L the grid may be made from either f

side; and :

I 5. There are options in the trans-
portation - system - routing in a

I two dimensional grid, one maymove diagonally, along the central

axis, or travel in a peripheral

I motion.
Negative:

I I. Scale becomes a limiting factor;

I 2. Once critical size is reached,the transportation systems, in-
ternal circulation and power dis-

I tribution begins to overload, theproblem is basically the same ex-

perienced in a city when it expands.

It just becomes crowded.

The grid concept was expanded into three

I
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?

I dimensions and for the most part, fcund
to be the same as the two dimensional

- I grid:

Positive:

i. It has the same good char_c, er-

istics in its early stages;

I 2 It is a much more efficient trans-
portation system.

• I Negative:

_ • I. As it grows into later stages, it
becomes so complex that iu is a

; limiting system within itself;

_ I and

2. Internal circulation becomes very

[ confusing.

The next concept studied was a spherical

I growth or a nucleate growth system.]

D

_ Positive:

,_ i. The cylinder and sphere are ideal
pressure and weight to volumn

I ratios for use as space stations;

2. These systems provide a very com-

pact arrangement;

3. There is efficient point to point

!_ .I transportation wit_n the system;

i 4. There is good utility distribution

| within a _phere or a cylinder,t

I providing it has a centralized

system.

Negative:

! I i. Growth is not in a straight in-
cremental rate and makes it diffi-

cult to call it a modular system;

17
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2. The amount of material required

to add an increment increases

I significantly with each growthstep, you are working with annual

: rings or spherical _rowth;

I 3. It tends to be a static structure
and is difficult to replace the

i nucleus or the original partsfound in the original struc.u_e;

i 4. It is hard to accom_._at c_pacitychanges and very difficult to ser-

vice the center;

5. The o,_,aceinvolved in the exterior
operations are covered during ex-

pansion and require relocation ofequipment, windows, exits, etc.

The final system studied was branching. Asa growth system it has many aspects which

related very well to the concept of an ex-

panding space station.
; Po si tive :

I. Branching allows for a scale change
at any point;

2. It may be easily expanded along
any point of its axis;

3. It has excellent modular character-

istics;

I 4. The system would provide easy access
to exterior components, they are all

exposed;

5. The growth can be achieved in small

I increments or very rapidly;

6. The growth geometry remains basi-

l cally constant throughout the growthsequence and virtually unchanged.
J

l 18
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Negative :

I i. Point to point internal transpor-
tation may require complex routing;

2. It is not a compact arrangement at
I all, there tends to be bending

, moments implied as the system grows,

I and these would have to be consid-ered.
3

_ After examination of all these growth sys-
_ tems, a comparison was made of the problems

_ which needed solving, the goals established,

_ and the positive and negative quality of
_ & each of these growth systems. From the

comparisons, two decisions were made;

!I' i. Branching was considered the best over-
all geometric pattern; it seemed to

satisfy the requirements of scale better
, than any of the other geometries studied;
" and ,

2. Within the branch geometry, each of the
_ other systems may be used to its best

I advantage.

_ To delineate the concept, a series of illus-

! trations are used that convey the overall
principles. These a_e conceptual illustra-
tions and should be viewed as visual aids

rather than specific solutions. Two basic
principles are:

I. The of that remains
use a geometry

fundamentally the same throughout the
growth sequence. (Not necessarily

I one shown.)
the

2. The use of incremental growth making

I small investments achieve the de-
to

sired level of growth. Cut off may

occur at any point during the growth

I process. It may continue to grow
again at any later time when the need
arises.

t
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I The limits of the growth are determined
first by structure, second by the satu-
ration of the core facilities within the

I structure, and third by the utilization
of the various capacities within that

system. The system is composed of four

I basic elements; the specialized modules,
the core modules, the provisional adapter,
and structural connectors.

I The system starts with a core module,
delivered and designed to receive special-

ized modules.

t The core is basically a tube with threeconnection points around its cylindrical

walls allowing the attachment of from one

to three specialized modules. The flatends of the core modules are fitted with

devices which allow the core to be coupled

with other cores with specialized equipmentsuch as solar power generators, or with the
provisional adapter.

As the overall size of the space station
increases the demands for the delivery of

t the supportive services proportionallyincrease requiring heavier bussing, larger
plumbing, bigger transportation corridors,

and transitional spaces which accommodate

the increase, and at the same time, shift
axis and scale. The provisional adapter

is conceived as the functional entity which
provides for this change.

, Physically, the provisional adapter not
only provides the basic support connections,
but is configured to allow axial changes in

growth; an important concept to 3-dimension-
, al growth patterns based o- a branching

geometry; it affords unli, t_d growth po-
tential.

!

First a specialized module is connected
to a core module. When three such modules

, have been attached, the core has reached

its maximum size (Figure 13) and the system

20
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I may grow only by coupling to another core;
this coupling is the start of a "branch"

l which potentially may reach four cores inlength, the predetermined limitation of

this axis. With this first coupling c f

two cores, the station doubles itself;(Figure 14) at this point, if the decision
is made to further expand, the second core

I is coupled to a provisional adapter.(Figure 15) It is important to note that
the branch is only half way through its ,

total potential lepgth when the provisional

adapter is added. It is the adapter which
accommodates the heavier services, allows

scale shifts and, most important, provides
axial change. This pattern is repeated
throughout the system; half way down any

I branch is an adapter, each adapter is de-
signed to accommodate the next scale shift,
to provide for heavier services and allow

, axial change.

Now, back to the budding station; after

', the provisional connector is coupled to

_ the second core, the station acquires,
(i) the ability to double itself along

i its original axis at the same scale bysimply adding the third and fourth cores

completing the branch; (2) by adding a

structural connector to the provisionaladapter, at right angles with the branch

line, and another provisional adapter to

the structural connector, the station hasthe potential to double its previous con-

figuration. (Figure 16) But without the

committment to do so. This pattern is re-peated, but in three dimensions, as long as
expansion is required. Figure 17 shows the J

I first two branches complete and the nextscale adapter being constructed. This

addition will allow provisionally for the

I completion of this major axis illustratedin Figure 18. By the use of this concept
it is possible to make incremental invest-

I ments, obtain the specific level of growthdesired, maximize the resources spent, re-
tain the ability to expand, and do this
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I even when the outer limits of the size
requirements are unknown.

The future expansion of a facility is a
prime concern of architects, builders,
and owners. Early in a project the de-
cision must be made for the additional

provisions required for potential ex-
pansion and portions of the budget allo-

,_ cated for its use. In many cases, it
means each system has to be oversized
throughout its length to allow for the
increased demands w11ich might be experi-

enced should the expansion occur. If the
building does not expand, which is often

.. the case, those systems and additional
resources are not maximized, resulting
in a loss in investment. With the pro-

i. visional adapter, this is not the case.

As an example, let us examine the growth
.. cycle of the power systems. With the first

core module, the solar power generator is
located central to the specialized modules
and directly connected to the core module.

Bussing and conduit within the core are
designed to accommodate the loads through-
out the entire branch of four cores. With

the next major expansion, the station may
double, quadruple, or more; the core bus-

.. sing and conduit are not adequate for this

con figura tion.

.. At mid-point of the core module branch is

placed a provisional adapter; wired, bussed,
and conduited to accommodate the required

.- load the solar power generator is capable
of producing for the major axis.

-- As the package of four cores is doubled
or more, the solar power generator is re-
located from the end of the first branch

-- of core modules to the axial connector of

the provisional adapter, wired directly to

the adapter's bussing and distribution
system, and continues its delivery of

power, only now to 2 to 4 times the

i 22
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previous units. (Figure 19)

I The original solar panels are sized topower about half the requirements of the

completed axis; when the half way point

i is reached the next size provisional
,_ adapter is connected and additional solar

panels are attached to the original solar

power generation equipment.
8

In summary, with this system minimal sized
wiring is used throughout and not oversized

.. through the entire length to accommodate
possible expansion; heavier bussing and
wiring is retained within the provisional

.. adapter, minimizing the distances and
amounts of materials used, and conduit is

prefurnished to accommodate future wiring
.. needs, if required. Resource utilization

is maximized.

.- During the last 22 months we have collected,

categorized, and accumulated an extensive
data base relative to materials, building

.- systems, and engineering practices. We
have analyzed the data collected and in

view of the goals set earlier within the
-- project have ideptified a set of problems

we felt were pertinent to habitation of

space by man.

The initial probe into these considerations
.- was conducted by addressing a series of

questions :

-- i. How to prepare this specific environ-
ment for the support of life in a

productive manner?
_p

2. What political structure would be

best for this particular community?

3. Will the political structure manage i
] the station or will each interest

manage themselves?

i
i 23l
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! i 4. How will it be paid for?

_ 5. How does it function? What are its

i i interrelationships?

6. If manufacturing occurs, who will be

L the market?

7. How will raw material be obtained, ,

i and from where?

' 8. Will research and development (R&D)
_ _'" be established as an industry;

" possibly renting space to other
_ interests or nations?

" Having posed these questions, the next

;. step was to determine in more specific
! terms, both the magnitude and the ele-
" mental composition of the program, and

_ map out, visually, its interrelationships.
A preliminary listing of possible needs
was established (see Figure 20) based on

_ proposed activities, habitat needs, eco-
nomical considerations, etc., and plotted

_ with a listing of facilities which could

formally meet those needs. The resulting
matrix (see Figure 21), when evaluated,

" identified common use elements, affinities,-. and potential adjacenties. Figure 22 re-
presents, in a diagrammatic format, a

" visualization of this programmatic study.
(NOTE: Figure 22 is not a design or a

_, proposed design, simply a study tool.)

i The elements which are included in the
,, scheme are:

_ i. Transportation (Space Port);

2. Agricultural Activities;

i_I I 3. Manufacturing Activities;

4. R & D (Agricultural, Manufacturing,and Pure Research); and

• 1 24
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i 5. Community Services (internal mainte-
nance, housing, recreation, health i'
facilities, etc.).

In configuring the basic units, major
consideration was given to:

I. Obvious, easy access to the internal
system by external traffic;

2. Minimization of internal traffic in

type, volume, and distance;
Q

"" 3. Reduction of cross traffic_

4. The close relationship with external

"" traffic access to the manufacturing
facility, for shipment to Earth and

other orbits of manufactured products,
"" and for direct unloading of raw mate-

rial;

"" 5. The need for immediate access to the

community services by the external
transportation crews;

• °

6. The need for proximity of the housing
and the areas for work with its cor-

"" responding requirements for people
transportation (internal) systems;

7. The desirability of R&D being proximal
to both the agricultural and manufac-

turing activities' centers; and

8. The internal transportation needs for

bulk items (cargo, manufactured mate-_D

rial, etc.) and people.

_ A synthesis of these considerations appear
in the following (see Figure 22).r

i. The transportation facilities with its
people and cargo transportation sys-

I tems, refeuling capacity, maintenanceunits, cargo warehousing, etc.;

k 25 ,
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,, 2. The community service facility with
housing, recreation, food service,
health care, temporary housing, etc.;

3. The agriculture facility (top) with
plant and animal production areas, and
its related activities areas;L_

: 4. The R&D facility (center) with air ,
locks for direct E.V.A.;

• 5. The manufacturing facility (bottom).
. Secondary docking ports are located

in this facility to facilitate the
movement of material either too bu]ky

.. or unsuitable for movement through
the stat._.on.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS With a basic understanding of what might

be included and a general idea of the
.. magnitude of the facilities needed, a

systematic review of the shuttle delivered
structure systems was conducted to deter-

.. mine which system or combination of systems

might be used to embody these facilities.
Considered were those systems previously

.. studied by this project as well as some
that N.A.S.A. has subsequently investigated.
(See Figure 23.)

The various systems were studied first by
use; next by what they were best suited

-- for; and last by method of delivery.

Considered were:

i. Pneumatics

-- 2. Plates

3. Frames
.w

4. Cores

"" 5. Modules

st

r 26
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I 6. Shuttle Tanks

I Some of the more pertinent considerationsare listed here (see Figures 24 through

28) :

i i. PNEUMATICS: A reusable system con-
sisting of a folded pneumatic membrane

which may be shuttle delivered. Upondeployment it may be used as a con-
struction shelter for the station or

. | storage space; wherever a __l°wpressure i
pneunlatic could be utilized. The ex-

panded/folded ratio is quite s_gnifi- i

I cant.

2. TANKS: External tanks of the shuttle

I craft may be used as storage space asis; remodeled for living facilities,
labs, work shops, manufacturing sta-

I tions; and later, after useful life is
exceeded, they may be recycled for
their aluminum, i

1 '3. FlAT PlATES: Flat Plates and their

possibilities were discussed earlier

I in detail. A variation of this
sys-

tem is curved plates which result in

cylindrical spaces.

I 4. MODULARS: Modular units, preassembled
on Earth and moved into space as either

I modular units or as core units
can-type
for other growth, afford equipment and

systems which may not be manufactured

I point space, an example:
at this in As

the can-type module may be used to
transport packaged units into space

I and back at a cost, or
reasonable be

prepared for specialized research such
as O-G Crystal manufacturing, etc.

I be lifted in the shuttle
The modules may

craft, heavy lift, or manufactured on i

i site in space.
5. FRAMES: One complete system discussed

earlier, would be a modulated pneumaticI '
_ 27
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I supported by an expanding frame sys-
tem.

I Further modificatien of the basic frame

systems lend themselves to additional use.

One possible use, platform subdividers, isshown in Figure 28. The space within the
units themselves are sub-divided into _

sections which allows assembly line pro-
duction techniques to occur in a well de- 7
fined and confined space. Raw materials

arrive at one point and are processed _through the system to a state of finish
and then exit either opposite or adjacent

to the entry.

INTERIORS The architectural study of the interiors

is in the early problem seeking stage.Fundamental questions are being sought
and answered systematically to build a

data base from which conclusions rela-tive to the construction of functional

spaces may be drawn.

1 •The architectural features of the interiors

will be a significant oontribution to basic

l habitat design. These solutions will apply
in nearly any O.G. space station and will
serve as examples of isolated environmental

situations. :
z

Some of the questions addressed to date are:

I I. How are structural shells subdivided

into livable, functional spaces?

i 2. How does a person circulate through
these subdivided spaces?

, 3. What accommodations and considerations

are effected by O-G.?

The soIutions had to be further defined by
a set of considerations specific to the

I nature "space" environment. Conse-
of the

quently, a further set of parameters was

established:

28
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I I. Minimize the sense of confinement.

Starting with a limited environment

I maximize its use without extra-vehi-cular activity.

l 2. Simplify the effort required to movewithin the space.

I 3. Simplify the effort required to mountand service equipment.

l 4. Minimize the potential psychologicalfriction which could develop among

the people as they live and interact

I within this environment.

5. Help the environment not to produce

l tensions.

Through the use of careful structuring,

I adjacent spaces may be defined but leftopen enough to be included visually into

the particular area occupied by a given

person.

Variation may be created in both internal

l configuration as well as differing areasizes to enhance the feeling of variety

and present options to movement routes.

I Some areas will be formalized into public

spaces while others will be clearly desig-

I nated as private, creating the sense of
home. Each space will be designed with
visual clues which orient the user to its

I and assist the in subcon-
purpose person

sciously understanding what is expected
.l in terms of his own action_. The result-

I allow the to feel com-ing spaces person
fortable upon entry.

I A will be established to orient thesystem
people to their relative position within
the station. On Earth one has up-down, as ;

I well the of the This
as points compass.

study will deal with exploitation of "0"

i G environment and is concerned with the
_ 29
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I architectural arrangements suited to
accommodate man's needs - in this special

I situation. In the station perhaps a colorsystem combined with formal use of space
may be established to suggest orientation•

Maxim_m flexibility of panel location willbe considered, allowing reconfiguration

with a minimum of effort. This will en-

hance the potential for variations and '_
cha nge •

I 'On Earth, a defined living area is uncon-

ciously and automatically divided by a

person entering the space into the three i

i elements of walls, floor and ceiling.
Further useful division normally occurs

eye-level downward, rarely consider-
from

I ing use of space above the physical reach

_ • or visual range of the person. The ceiling
becomes a non-useable element. In space,

I all surfaces become boundaries and may be
• defined as simply surfaces subject to full

use by the people and classified as a

• "wall" "floor" or "ceiling 'j depending "
upon the orientation of the person at any

_ given time. (See Figure 29.)

' All surfaces may be used. How to use them

, and maintain smooth _,ncluttered orientation

_ and safety while ma'.imizing their use will
be studied in detail.

I may accomplished through
Interconnection be

the simple device of punching a hole into
the divider plate between two spaces, or

I connecting areas tubes or tun-
remote with

nels (halls)• These tubes may be either
internal or external (pressurized)

_ Transportation through these connectors
could be self-propulsion (hand grips) orm

I mechanical (lift belts or vehicles).

i _ CYLINDRICAL STRUCTURES The configuration studied was the cylinder.

A review of the structural systems suggested

that one form or another of the cylinder

!
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presented not only an efficient area tosurface ratio, but an efficient interior

_ I to work with. I

Three major ways have been considered in

' l subdividing and using the cylinder:

°_ i. Spilt-level affords the opportunity
of acquiring visually large spaces

within a limited area. A person's i
mind tends to include, within its own

" _ "personal" space, the adjacent area i
8

which may be viewed uninterrupted.

The effect is enhanced by the sugges-

tion of space existing beyond the
divider: "around the corner" so to

t speak. (Figure 30.)

This particular arrangement presents
two more positive features:

I i. The flexibility to create new

spaces, or reconfigure with the

:_ 1 minimum of effort by simply moving,
adjusting, adding or totally re-

_ moving any given panel.

2. The option of the person to choose
from a variety of possible circu-

l lation routes, each being differ-
ent depending upon need or choice.

I 2. The curved wall system does not allow
this flexibility or complete option

I of circulation, but does afford a

I variety of adjoining spaces which
• could range from very small "private"

* • rooms to large open halls; each

I distinctly articulated with six "walls"
ii (Figure 27). Circulation would be

• m through a major tube with branch

il i "halls' leading to the individual
spaces

I 3. Concent_c tubes afford similar capa-
bilities with some notable differences;

i all "walls" would be flat surfaces,

i 31 •id
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and the variety of intermix between

+ the rooms, circulation spaces, and

• ! i adjacent spaces is increased.(Figure 28.)

I 4. The paddle wheel allows public aswell as seml-prlvate space. Unlike
the spilt-level, major circulation

I would be limited to tunnels. Orien-tation within this configuration is
possibly the best since all walls

lead to the center of the cylinder.(Figure 29.)

I Through a series of four progress rpD_rts,
coupled with persona] presentati__ts, we

l have reported on our progress and reviewedfor considera_on, our conclusions. As

previously stated, the scope of this pro-

l ject encompassed the design of a spacecommunity as opposed to a mere space sta-
tion designed to support a qmall number of

• | personnel. To meet these _ rger urban cri-
+6 teria, we have designed a facility to house

500 individuals with a growth capability

I without limits. At this time we would like
for you to join us, jump ahead in the design
sequence, anu explore the feasibility of an

I iritial, hypothetical, space city which isbased on the solutions discussed in this

and the previous four reports.

I It would not be adequate to undertake a

study of this nature without carrying out

I a solution to its extreme. The solutions
and designs which we propose are the ex-
tremes of the available technology. We

I would not undertake to design a 40 story

building and then present to the client
drawings of only the lobby and a typical

I floor. Nor would we attempt to
promote

a multiacre office complex by providing

only information about Phase One, when in

I act, multiple phasing lasting perhaps 15
years must be considered in and overview.

!
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o. For the purposes of this report, we are
presenting not simply a solution, but a
solution in four parts. These phases,

.. encompassing perhaps a decade, embody our
conclusions about what a space _ommunity
can become. This facility is composed of

. three branches, each highly sophisticated,

each following another in a progression
which will ultimately determine the final

.. solution to our configuration. Phase One,
the initial branch of the fac_i'v is a

further developed version of the i00 man

.. space station previously discussed in the
growth story. (Figures 18 & 18a.) To
make the traL_sition from that configura[ion

.. t_ the newly developing community, an axis
change and an additional adapter i,_ required.
(Figure 34.) This initial phase appears

.. as the branch noted as manufacturing branch.

(Figures 35 & 36.) After this wing is com-
pleted, work _,ill begin on Phase II which

.. will be the TJerman_it living areas, hospital,
administrative offices and recreation cone.

When this branch is cor,plet_d, Phase IIl

._ will eL_compass tile relocation of personnel

from temporary to permanent living quarters
and the re-outfitting of the initial branch

-. as a pure manufacturing/research and devel-
opment section of the station. Phase IV
will be the construction of a third branch

-. which will house the farm for food produc-
tion processing and storage and a final

step in self-sufficiency for the sp_ce
o. community.

Experimental architectural forms delineated
-- in these designs define only one scheme,

one exterior design configuration. They

are meaningful only to the extent to which
-- they provide a vehicle to explain interior

environments. They are an expression of
the architectural principals embodied with-

- in them. The exterio_ skins wb'ch have

been designed are refl,ctions of the archi-
tectural spaces contained within.

33
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SPACEPORT Introduction to the space station occurs

at one of the 8 landing docks, designed

to accommodate shuttle craft in theirpresent configuration, (Figure 37.)
After debarkation of passengers and off-

L loading of carry-on supplies, the pod
areas are used to refuel and resupply ,2
the shuttle craft with expendable material

i- needed for the return trip to Earth.
i. The newly arrived passengers will proceed

directly to the receiving lobby for orien-

tation and familiarization. It is anti-cipated that zero-G environment adaptation

will pose one of the greatest problems to
! incoming personnel. New arrivals will re-

_. main at this orientation area for varying

, periods of time, depending on their indiv-

_ii_ idual adaptation rates. After familiar-
_ ization with their new environment and

i after demonstrating rudimentary capabilities

i of coping with zero-G, new arrivals will
-- then be introduced to the urban systems

| which form the station. Personnel pro-

il _' ficiency is expected to progress at a _ "
.: o- rapid rate in their coping with zero-G.

i "'i" CORRIDOR SYSTEM Mobility within the space station will be
one of fluid human motion. A system of _ _

corridors interlinking every area of the
-- station will provide rapid, direct connec-

tions. This movement in 3 space will be
one of the most exhiliratin B aspects of

"" life within t_. _tation. Varied textures

. and lighting _, enhance the experiences
of the tubes, w. _le windows will provide

"_ free-floating pedestrians breathtaking
views of deep space, pleasantly contrasted

with the confines of the tube. (Figure 38.)

I _ The configuration of the tube is an oval

which has been flattened on one side.

(Figure 39.) Locomotion occurs on the twoside walls. Central definition is accom-

_ plished by a tubular rubber rail,skylab

| fashion,which acts as a hand-hold for stop-

ping, turning or changing direction in this

space, approximately eight feet in height

,I
t

I
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• ! by eleven feet wide. This center rail .<
may be removed for the movement of large

L equipment through the tube. Exits arei located in the flattened bottom portion

of the tube. This floor, or neutral area,

_ T is provided with a depressed "feeder' area
which allows egress from the tube system.
(Figure 40.) To travel the tubes is to _.

i move _n 3 space. It is to experience all of ,; the attributes of underwater movement free

of the associated problems. The human body

| becomes the vehicle. Muscular power as
the motive force provides forward impetus

theoretically capable of limitless speed.

Movement becomes an experience rather thanmerely a mundane relocation. Body action
may be controlled to such a degree that

man's oldest dream, that of free flight,may be realized.

An additional aspect of the tubes is thesupply systems. Primary utility systems
• and power bussing is accomplished by direct

' | link through the tubes, and provides power
, • hook-ups to all interfacing modules.

(Figure 39.) The tubes additionally per-

form a structural function, connecting" i station components. (Figure 41.) The '
lower half of the tube is used for shops,

; | storage, mechanical, or office space.
Interior walls consist of a foam laminate

providing tactile restraint capabilities

I while also insuring a modicum of safetyand pleasantness of texture. This texture
will be one of a myriad of foam nodules.

| These tiny projections will enable persons
I in transit to literally "dig in" to the

i_ wall with his hands in order to propel

I themselves forward or to slow down or stop.This will eliminate the need for hand holds

or similar mechanical appliances. Upper

I and lower areas of the tube are designatedas stopping or slowing areas. These areas

while being L ilized as rest stations or

I turnarounds n _y also be used as places of
personal contact between crew members or
areas to simply stop and view the station

! .
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I exterior and deep space. Right and left
perimeters are designated as high speed

I areas for optimum circulation.

Carry on luggage or packages may be

I attached to a conveyor system containedwith the walls. By programming a final
destination, personnel may be left un-

I encumbered for zero-G movement throughthe tubes. A pneumatic system of material
transfer is located in the side walls

| providing a computerized method of trans-o

& porting objects of 1 cubic foot or less.

I HOSPITAL/CLINIC After travel by personnel tubes from the

orientation center, we enter the living

I wing of the station.

At the extreme end of the living wing is

I a three tiered hospital/clinic section.(Figures 42 & 43.) Walls and floors, as
with other parts of the station, are uti-

I lized relative to the user's orientation.A wall may become a floor or vice versa.

Lighting within this area as within resi-

I dential areas is evenly distributed betweenthe surfaces, so as to provide uniform
illumination regardless of user orientation.

I The hospital functions as an ambulatoryclinic for cadre as well as a specialized

emergency facility for personnel working

I in free space or orbits near the station.

A staff of three on call doctors augmented

I with physicians extenders provide the medi-cal assistance for up to 32 continuous in-
patients as well as 90 outpatients per "day"

I within the ambulatory care clinic.

Support facilities of X-ray, clinical lab,

I medical records, food service, etc., may
be arranged directly adjacent to the clinics
the emergency room, surgery, and inpatient

I facilities in 3
space.

i At zero-G, movement of patients will cease

J
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to be a problem. The patient, in bed, ,i
may be guided from area to area smoothly,

J effortlessly, and efficiently, with theminimum of personnel.

i Surgery and emergency treatment will havenew dimensions, solving scme problems

while presenting others; blood as an

- | example, and other fluids will have to
be continuously vacumn removed or be

expected to ultimately cover all surfaces. ]

• I Patients requiring invasive techniques or
closing procedures may be positioned
directly in front of the physician at
eye level, close up and any angle desiredt
With the abitity to use hard vacumn, the

o[erative environments may approach germ-
' free states.

Inpatients are admitted into a step-dowr_

' treatment system which concentrates man-
power and specialized equipment .co a
intensive ca_e unit (ICU) with the remain-

ing beds split approximately 10% progressiveq

care (a bit less than intensive) and 90%
extc_,ded care (for patipnts requiring some

i medical attention, but not as a matter oflife).

I Patients admitted to the ICU are placed
irto a fixed medical centainer (Medcan),
a softly padded fiberglassed shell approxi-

I mately 22 inches wide and eight feet long.(Figure 44.) Molded inte the shell are
immediate monitoring devices, med gasses,

I and cabinet_ which contain the patient'sunit doses of medication, record3 and
personal items. The entir_ shel' i_ com-

linked to the central data bank for
purer
instantanious continuous update of the

patient'g records, as well as assistance

I to the medical personnel.

Th o patient is restrained into the shell

I v_a containing net stretched
a light

across the front; the position of the

i shell allows constant eye contect between
_ 37 :
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I the patient and the staff. As the
patient's condition improves, his shell
is removed from its fixed holders and

floated to the next level of care. Here,
as in the extended care units, the shell

, is placed, not on a fixed point but on

tracks which allow the patient to move the
medcan along their length. The tracks

, start against the inboard bulkhead and

extend to the outboard wall, terminating
next to a porthole. The patient, by

. simply moving along the track, can create
his own space, include or exclude the rest
of the ward and the other patients. The

, medcan, in this configuration, may also be
rotated about its longitudinal axis allow-

ing additional choice of visual configu-
ration by the patient. Complete privacy
is afforded with collapsible by-valve
shutters fitted to a semi-circular track

I about the outboard end of the medcan track.

Outpatients are treated within a health

I maintenance organization (H.M.O.) systemallowing preventative medicine and maximum

: use of paramedical personnel.
!

1 The _verall physical arrangement is based
on easy entry by the patient combined with

I minimum distances for med personnel totravel from activity area to activity area.

Unimpeded movement, except as required, is

I inhanced in zero-G 3 space.

In passing from this area let us momentarl-

l ly look into the O.R.'s. The O.R.'s arecontained in shuttle delivered modules

attached to the med core unit. Each is

I self contained and has a vvriety of inter-esting items fully practical only in zero-

G; operating tables which move on gimbals

I allowing placement of the patient in anyposition desired; physician stations at
right angles to the table allowing a surgeon

I to work straight-in and close-up ratherthan bent over; and free floating magneti-

cal_y controlled light with unlimited

_. 38
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position possibilities, to mention a few.
The rooms are double airlocked and may

| be totally vented after each procedure,
& filled with sterilizing gases, then re-

turned to normal air, or may be converted

to a hyperberic chamber for expeciallyvirilant gangrene amputations, or de-
breedment. The med_omplex _s efficient,

compact and open to the patient. '

RESIDENTIAL ;"£A The residential area is a ring of living

units surrounding the central corridor

and administrative areas. Windows allow
exterior views of the station. Sleeping
coves share adjacent living areas dormitory

fash'on. (Figure 45.) These coves are
designed as personal spaces capable of
personalization. This area, like an apart-

ment, is provided with a key insuring its
occupant privacy; a place to be alone with
himself. The flexibility of the living

I area design is such that a multiple con-
figuration of living units is available

for persons living together or persons

I with children. Colors and interior accou-
trements may be selected by the residents,
including personal possessions which may

I be secured in special zero-G display/storage
areas of the space.

i
OFFICE AREA Existing as a 30' diameter core within

the residential section, the administration

I area, turn, transportation
in surrounds the

i tube leading to the hospital. Office decks
are laid in pie-shaped segments arranged

_ much like a spiral staircase around the
central transportation tube. Half-space
increments lend a sense of infirite space

| to this arrangement. There seems always
" to be something beyond the adjacent spaces.

Floors become ground planes working in bothI

I directions. Every plane is functional as
a work area allowing optimum utilization
of space for equipment. The administrative

"_ 39
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• 1 area offers a mixture of spaces: A

library, accounting services offices,

security sections, legal facilities,laundry and small business offices are
located in this section, adjacent to

[ the central tube system, providing these
•_ services directly to the station and its

inhabitants.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE Between the Administrative section and

" ROOMS the main circulation tunnel are banks of

- conference rooms. At this juncture, in
a radically tapering area of the station,

the super structure of the space complex
-, is visible through large domed oval-shaped

windows. (Figure 46.) These pre-shaped
a_eas afford one of the most impressive

-_ views of the exterior of the facility.

Within this space, the highly technical
! aspects of the facility are apparent.
i Against a back drop of deep space the

lattice work of the station's structure

i must evoke profound emotional responsesfrom those who view it.

I HOTEL Across the circulation tunnel is the hotel
and recreation are_ (Figure 47): This wing
of the station is also provided with con-

ference facilities; these for use by hotel
guests and special functions. Hotel admin-
istrative areas providing required services

I are located within the interior thirty foot
corridor of this wing. Adjacent to this

grouping is the hotel lobby. The outer

skin of this eight foot core houses hotel
rooms similar in configuration to the resi-
dential area. Rooms are pie-shaped 8'

I across x i0' deep and Ii' long. (Figure J
45.) All surfaces are utilized for seating
or entertainment. Lighting is similar to

I that within the residential and
spaces

serves to aid in orientation. Furnishings

are merely constraints, except for a table

I with constraints for theconfiguration

legs.

!
4o
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DINING AREA Beyond the hotel is the restaurant area

to be utilized by cadre and visitors

I alike. Expected use of this space by
personnel is to be twice each day.
(Figure 48.) Designed as a ring, this

I space affords views out of the spacecraft
as well as upward into the recreation cone.
Food service is as specialized as the sta-

I tion itself. Due to the difficulties of
moving and serving in zero-G, food will a

be delivered to individual tables seating

I small numbers of people by a
conveyor sys-

tem which rings the dining facility.
(Figure 49.) Tilted magnetized surfaces

l will facilitate dining and provide restraint
for food containers and utensils. Patrons

will be constrained by softly padded floors

l with counter sunk leg restraints providing
stability and orientation.

1
RECREATION CONE As the largest open volume space in the

station, the cone's small end measures 90

I diameter. Two hundred feet in
feet in

length the widest diameter of the cone

is 230 feet. (Figures 50 & 51.) This

I area houses active recreation facilities
such as tracks for jogging, theaters and

large assembly facilities. An amusement

I park contained within a i0' triangular
space frame will provide incredible new
experiences in zero-G context. This space

I rame will act as a transportation system
within the cone. Modular courts for ball

games work w_thin this frame and are ac-

I cessible through it. The large dish-shaped
end configuration will be utilized with

I photographic projectors featuring halo-graphic projections endowing the recreation
center with sureal movemeut and life.

!
i INDUSTRIAL AREA Moving laterally through the main circu-lation corridor, we enter the heavy in-

dustrial, research, and development areas.

i (Figl'res 52 & 53.) Industrial receiving

_ 41f
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!
I areas are located at the furthermost

extremity of this wing. Figure 16 shows

I a space freighter off-loading raw mate-rials at the receiving area. These
materials will be used as raw products

I for the manufacturing plants which willenable the space station to become vir-

tually self-sufficient. Materials such

I as aluminum, titanium and other thirdgeneration metallics will be processed

and converted to structural elements,

I beansj ribs, etc., which will enable thestation, in much the same way as a living
organism, to reproduce itself, growing

I from within constantly adding, adapting,enlarging at a rate determined by internal
manufacturing capabilities rather than

I earth dependence. This interdependence ofgrowth as related to capability is expected

to produce a comradery among the cadre.

I Heavy manufacturing will be carried out byautomated or manned systems as the need
exists. This area of the station will

I literally hum with life and motion. As aself-contained manufacturing complex it

will digest raw materials and turn-out

I completed components and structural ele-ments, it will be automation's finest hour.

I At core junctures, small, highly sophisti-cated industry will receive raw materials

and components through a dispersal system

I from the receiving area. These small in-dustrial shops will carry out such diverse

functions as electronic component fabrica-

I tion and assembly in contaminate free "clean
room" environments, zero°G crystal growth
and medical research with conformance to

I tolerances and criteria not possible in an
earth side environment. It is here, also,
that routine maintenance of station elec-

I tronics will take place. These research
and development modules are to be shuttle-

delivered compiete and intact, ready for

I use. It is expected also that these facil-
ities will embody University extension
serv ces in various capacities limited

_ 42
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I only by man's imagination as to their

adaptability to particular scientific

I disciplines. As in other areas of thestation, pneumatic storage areas are
utilized for bulk containerization of

I ma terlals.

I FARM The final wing of the facility to bediscussed is that of the Farm. (Figdre

54.) It is anticipated that ultimately

I the station must become self-sufficientif Ir is to be a viable community. Self-

production of essential food stuffs will

I help offset a "balance of trade" withearth side markets. Internal supply of
these commodities will be a major step

I t°ward self-sufficiency and self'reliance" I:The growing areas oi the farms are designed
as a series of concentric spirals or springs.

I (Figure 55.) Growing areas within these
I

spiral tubes occupy the full 360 ° wall cross .
section. Initial configurations provide ,

I approximately one-half million square feet
of plantings. Harvesting these high-yield
crops, such as soy beans, barley, oats,

I wheat, leafy green vegetables and sucrose
producers such as beets will be accomplished

by scouring the inside of the tubes with

I mechanical blades and vacuum transfer of
the material directly to storage areas ad-
jacent. (Figure 56.) These pneumatic

I vessels will store in natural, re-
crops

frlgerated or freeze-drled states as re--
qulred. During growing seasons, which may

I be of constant duration due to artificial
light sources, nutrients are forced into a
fibre matrix containing planted seeds. A

I light source cause plants
central will the

to grow toward the center of the spiral
tubes. Fish will be raised in this area

I in the continuous tubeelongated forming
the structural element of the lower level.

Fish will provide meat, eggs and sources

I of protein, as well as a research medium.
It is expected that Agricultural extension

i services and branch university forms will
43
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!,
make extensive use of these facilities.

I We were charged at the inception of this

project with an in-depth investigation

i into the needs and design oF an orbiting_ space station with growth capabilities.
_ _ A product of two years of study, this

_ | report defines and quantifies the key
areas of consideration toward this end. ,I

il While we have formulated viable solutions

! _ to those problems considered, there are
_ still other facits within the scope of

our work which must be meticulously re-

t searched.

-_ _._ Man is in space and he is in space to stay.

• _ _ It is his last frontier and opportunity to
realize his maximum potentials. Conquering
space is to conquer infinite frontiers. To

: I achieve this it will require a totally co-

:_ ,I,, ordinated multi-disciplinary approach. The
_ architect has a distinct role in that

" _. .I approach. We feel that our work represents
i & the beginning of the architevl s involve-
_. ment in this search for the new frontiers.

!" l This study raised more questions than it
; _ gave answers, it is the continuance of this

kind of work which will bring our solutions

__ l closer to reality.

;! "Make no little plans; they have
I no magic to stir men's blood

_ • and probably themselves will not

_ be realized; make big plans, aim
high in hope and work, remember-

ing that a noble logical diagram,
once recorded, will never die,

I but long after we are will
gone

be a living thing, asserting it-
self with ever growing insistency."

I Daniel Burnham

I

I
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